Regenerative Farmer Profile: PJ Bowey
Robbie and Alan Bowey, with their sons John and Brian operate a
8,000ha farming enterprise on their property “Cedar Park” east of
Kulin WA.
Since the early 80’s the Bowey’s have been taking on salinity in their
part of the catchment, and have planted out large areas of saltbush
and native vegetation areas to reverse the impacts of salinity on their
properties and further downstream.
Community approach

Salinity
Auditor General Report (2018) states 10% of
WA’s Southwest dryland area is compromised
by salinity and inaction will result in double the
affected area within 1-2 generations.

The solution requires a community approach to
the problem. Upstream, landowners who have
cleaned their drains are pushing the problem
down the catchment.

Alan had trialled salt tolerant Eucalypt trees,
with many dying after 5 years, with little
impact. He then tried ground water pumping
and deep drains however, realising its
ineffectiveness and detrimental effects down
stream, this was not a long term solution.

Like the Bowey’s, other members of their
community have managed to rehabilitate saline
Old Man Saltbush and native vegetation planted to
regenerate the landscape.

affected areas back into production while having
no downstream impact.

Outcomes
As a result of planting 100’s of 1000’s of Old Man Saltbush and some River Saltbush on “Cedar
Park”, the Bowey’s have proven the reversal of saline affected farmland can be achieved and
provide year round fodder for their grazing enterprise.
Saltbush plantings have lowered the water table, and the Bowey’s are now able to grow crops in
areas they were unable to 20 years ago. The ability to raise sheep in the saltbush areas has
provided drought proofing and flexibility with paddock management. The fodder is a valuable
source of nutrition and the plantings provide necessary shelter for livestock while not impacting
downstream neighbours in the catchment.

Old Man Saltbush after grazing by sheep.

Challenges

“Dryland salinity is a shared
responsibility for everyone,
we need to work together to
ensure our farmland can
continue to support families
and provide food for all”

While different government agencies, local
governments and landowners are all required
to meet legal responsibilities, there is no
unified approach which poses a huge challenge
for addressing the issue. The Bowey’s and
others agree that this difference of opinion and
lack of compliance with the regulations is
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driving communities apart.

Future Goals
•

•

•

•

Freshwater storage contaminated by upstream
leveed deep salt drains. Photo August 2018.

Greater alignment of values in the community
Improved education across entire catchments
Community approach to reducing dryland
salinity, supporting families and increasing the
sustainable production of food
Greater community uptake of native
vegetation and saltbush planting across
degraded saline farmland
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WWW.FoodFutureWA.COM
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